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Annual Sports Day
A successful person never
loses. He either wins or
learns!
The 28th Annual Sports Day and P.T. Display was
held on 6th November, 2018.The programme
commenced with the National Anthem. The
Chief Guests for the occasion, Ms. Tashi Malik and
Nungshi Malik were welcomed and introduced by
the Principal, Mr.Benjamin Newton.
Marching Contingents of all four Houses—Satya
(Walk in Truth), Sneha (Abounding in Love), Sahas
(Bold as a Lion) and Sanyam (Restraint in Strength)
were led smartly by their House Captains. Leading
the way were the School Captains—Richie Soshan
E. & Stuti Kutiyal, bearing aloft the school banner
with its motto, “Acquire Knowledge, Walk Worthy.”
The Athletic Banner was held high by the School
Vice-Captains Jonathan Livingston and S. Nita
Charlotte.
Ms. Tashi Malik declared the event open by
hoisting the Athletic Flag and lighting the School
Athletic Torch, handed over to her by the Sports
Champions of the year—Alex John (Boy) and Stuti
Kutiyal (Girl).
The Primary School students from Classes 1 & 2
welcomed the Chief Guests and invitees with an
energetic and vibrant dance. This was followed by
a well-executed PT Drill. Amid cheering students,
the athletes of various divisions sprinted on the
tracks to bag the first position for their respective
Houses. The Middle school girls presented an
equally colourful and delightful performance with
shimmery pompoms.
Adding to the joy of the students, their parents
and teachers got into a tug-of-war and races for
parents and alumni. The last of the events were
the A Division Boys’ Relay after which all were
captivated by the somersaulting and daring jumps
of the gymnasts through hoops of fire. Students
gave their best in the Closing March Past to the
upbeat marching tune. Prizes were handed out
to the winners of the day by the Chief Guests and
other esteemed guests. Thereafter, the Hon. Chief
Guests congratulated all the winners and urged
those who couldn’t make it, to better themselves
with each successive performance. They also
took time to share their personal experiences of
achieving great feats including scaling Mt. Everest
and gave credit to the discipline and team work
that playing sports had imbibed in their lives. The
Principal, Grace Academy, expressed his gratitude
to all who made the programme a success.
Finally, Ms. Nungshi Malik declared the Athletic
Meet closed and the Athletic Flag and the House
Flags were lowered by the School Captains and
House Captains, respectively to the hymn ‘Abide
with Me’.
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ŲŲ CLEANLINESS DRIVE
Cleanliness is the Hallmark of perfect
standards and the best quality inspector is
the conscience.

On 2nd October 2018, the school
organised a cleanliness drive on
the 150th Birth Anniversary of
Mahatma Gandhi. The day was
marked by cleaning of the school
campus and in Hathibarkala market.
The students of Classes 9 -12
participated with much gusto and
verve. Class 9 boys were to clean the
area outside the school compound
right till the market in Hathibarkala.
They cleaned drains and picked
trash lying on either side of the
road. The remaining students took
it on themselves to beautify their
school by sweeping and swabbing
classrooms and outside too. Class
10 and 11 boys were involved in
cleaning the school field and the
adjoining areas. Joining them
were the enthusiastic Staff who
pitched in happily. Students were
given refreshment in appreciation
of their contribution. It sure was a
fitting start to mark the on-going
celebrations for the ‘Father of the
Nation’.
Information on the life and
contribution of Mahatma Gandhi
towards the struggle for freedom
was given with the help of power
point
presentation.
Various
inspirational quotes of Gandhi were
shared with the students. A short
motivational video on ‘Compassion’
was also shown.

Acquire Knowledge, Walk Worthy
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Primary Section Activities
• Value based life skills classes were
organised for students from 29th October to
1st November. Mr. Sam Jaisunder popularly
known among the students as ‘Sam uncle’
shared the word of God with action songs,
skits and other activities. The children
thoroughly enjoyed and learnt lessons from
the stories he shared.

• The students had a day out as part of their
educational trips to various places to learn
with fun. Class Nursery went to Kalinga
Park and had a wonderful time playing
and sharing their food with teachers and
friends. The Kindergarten students went
to The Dehra Dun Zoo and learnt about the
habitat of some of the animals there. They
enjoyed playing on the swings and slides
and wanted the day to never end.
•
Forest Research Institute is a trip
that must be taken by the students to know
about various plants and soil types. Class
1 got the opportunity to visit the museums
in FRI and were thrilled to see the exhibits
of stuffed birds and animals. Their queries
were taken up by the guides. Thereafter,
the students played and enjoyed their food
together.
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Don’t look for beginnings, just do small
things with great love

•
Nursery to Class II exhibited their
creativity in the form of models and craft
work which was displayed for parents to
see on 13th October 2018. The students
demonstrated their confidence as they
explained about their hand made models,
charts and craft to the parents. It was very
well organized and coordinated by Mrs.
Dayal and the teachers of Nursery to Class
II. We thank the Lord for helping us to work
as a team and give Him all honour. It was a
joy to witness the young ones display their
talent confidently.

•
Math Week was observed from 11th to
15th February 2019 to motivate students to be
math friendly and enjoy doing it. During the
week the teachers shared the importance
of Math and how our God is God of system
and order, as is reflected in the concepts of
Math. The order and design in Math reveal
God’s purpose and reality. Many amazing
and important facts from God’s word were
shared to create interest in Math. It was
amazing to see that most of the students
have a fondness for the subject. A Math quiz
was held on 15th February to conclude the
week which was conducted by Mrs. Selma
Singh and Mrs. Mahima Peter. All four
House teams participated with enthusiasm
and gave their best. The first position was
bagged by Satya House followed by Sahas
and Sneha in the second and third position
respectively.
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What’s the News!
»» A seminar was organised by PEERS group at
WIC on 10th October 2018. A group of Class
XI and XII students attended it and the topic
at hand was Mental Health and how our
daily life is affected by mental illness and the
taboos connected with it. Presentations,
skit, fun activities and group discussions
were the highlights of the event and the
students returned sensitized and aware
about the modern malady of our times.

»» Motivational Talk Tedx event was organised
by Welhams Boys’ School on 10th October
2018. The student council members
participated in the event. The speakers
were Mr. Roshan Abbas, a well-known
radio jockey, Sonali Singh and many other
dignitaries. The talks motivated students to
have a positive attitude and never give up.
The most exciting part of the programme
was Beat boxing and Rap performance
throwing light on the issues of Inter-caste
marriage, migration, gender bias etc. It was
a part of trying to spread social awareness.
The students benefited from this workshop
and shared their experience with others.
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»» Seven Oaks School organised the Somali
Ganguli Inter School English debate on
6th October 2018. S. Nita Charlotte and
Amanpreet Singh of class 11 represented
Grace Academy. The competition was
tough but our participants presented
their views confidently. A total of eight
schools were part of the competition
which was well organised and was of a
good standard. Though our school did
not get any position but it was a good
exposure for them to showcase their talent.
»» To inculcate the habit of reading in students,
a book fair was organized by the Scholastic
Book Publication from 10th to 13th October.
Students enjoyed going through the
books of different genre and bought books
too. Parents visited on the last day and
purchased books for their children.

»» Chaitanya Sharma of class 6 won a Bronze
medal in Archery at the district level. He
was presented the trophy in the assembly
by the Principal, Mr. Newton.
»» Marathon for classes 6 to 12 was organized
as part of the sports activity on 27th October.
It is one of the events that students eagerly
look forward to. There were two categories
A&B and C&D each, for both, boys and girls.
More than 200 students took part from the
four Houses. It was a 3 km run for girls and
5 km for boys. Ruchin Harsh Pradhan and
Niloli Chophy came first in the A&B group
of boys and girls respectively. In the C&D
categories it was Arnav Singh and Ashlyn
Vandana Fiol who bagged the 1st position
and the second position respectively.
»» The first round of Business Quiz organised
by The Doon Business School was conducted
at Grace Academy on 22nd October. Four
students namely Aaron Jacob, Abheet
Yohan, Madhav Handuja and Kartikey Deoli
qualified for the second round and had the
privilege to represent the school at the
ICFRE Auditorium, FRI, Dehra Dun. Fifty
schools from in and around Dehra Dun
participated in the quiz. Six schools reached
the final round after a tough competition.
Grace Academy bagged the forth position
in the competition. All in all, it was a great
experience for the students.

„

Strength and
growth come only
through continuous effort
and struggle

»» A Carol Singing Competition was organized
by the Methodist Church on 2th November
2018. Many students participated in various
categories. Esther Lalnunsangi bagged
the second prize in the Junior English
category and Subrayoti got the third prize
in the Junior English Category. The School
Hostel Choir bagged the third position. The
students participated in the competition
enthusiastically and bagged three prizes.

»» Students from the boarding went caroling
to the Pacific Mall sharing the joy of
Christmas with the people there. They
sang a few songs in praise of God and
were appreciated for their endeavor.
»» On 29th of January the Honourable Prime
Minister Mr. Narendra Modi addressed the
student body of the nation and answered
questions of students with regard to
coping with the examination stress and
concentration. The students of classes 6 to 12
and the staff heard the Prime Minister as he
interacted with the students and told them
to stay focused on what they do, be selfdisciplined and de-stress occasionally.

Acquire Knowledge, Walk Worthy
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»» A Retreat was organized on 29th October 2018
at the Retreat Centre, Rajpur for the Student
Council to enhance their leadership skill. The
students had a good time interacting with the
authorities and voiced out their concerns and
suggestions.

Don’t stop when you are tired.
Stop when you are done!
»» Him Valley Social Foundation organized a
Geo Map Quiz -2018 in the month of October
and November. 59 students comprising of
30 teams participated in the preliminary
round held on 25th November at Grace
Academy. The quiz was divided into three
categories Sub-Junior (class 5&6), Junior
(class 7&8) and Senior (class 9&10). Nine
teams comprising of 18 students entered
the State final round of the quiz which
was held on 5th December at Survey of
India, Dehra Dun. Two students namely
Samiksha Gurung and Gauri Pant from the
Sub-Junior group secured the 2nd position
whereas Kritika Bhandari and Ashish
Gupta from the senior category bagged
third place. Divyanshu Bamrara, Niharika
Jiyara, Aditi Soloman, Shruti Narwani,
Pratyush Negi and Aniket Thapa received
a consolation prize for their effort. The
students participated enthusiastically
as they were quizzed on Map Planning. It
was a good learning experience for them.
»» Inter House badminton tournament
for senior boys and girls began on 12th
November which was followed by junior
boys and girls from 26th November to
3rd December 2018. Students, as usual
were excited and participated with full

enthusiasm. New talent was unveiled this
time and it was amazing to watch the juniors
play with full vigour. It was a tough fight
between all houses and the overall position
was-Satya House first followed by Sneha
House whereas Sanyam House and Sahas
House secured equal points and stood third.
»» It was on 30th October that Mrs. Neha
Bhatia was given a fond farewell by the
school after serving as librarian for 6 years.
Memories of time spent with her were
shared by Ms. Shefali Bahadur, Ms Monika
Bisht and Mrs. Mary Casey. Mr. Newton
appreciated her zeal and dedication in
maintaining the library. Mrs. Neha Bhatia
said that she would miss the school
immensely and cherish the memories.
»» The Principal and staff of Grace Academy
bid farewell to Mrs. Mariyam Bowen on 18th
December 2018. Mrs. Sangeeta Ranjan gave
a promise verse from the word of God which
was followed by reflections shared by Ms.
Monica Roxwel, Mrs. Sheeba David and Mrs,
Dayal. The Principal, Mr. Benjamin Newton
commended her for the way she took care
of the students, her straight-forward nature
and also her creativity. Everyone gave their
good wishes and prayed for her life ahead.

»» Mrs. Pearl Samson was also bid farewell
after serving the institution for 7 years
on 18th December. Ms Shefali Bahadur
and Mrs. Ritu Dey shared about the time
spent with her and also mentioned about
her enthusiastic and helpful nature. Mr.
Newton also spoke about her jolly nature
and encouraged her to shine for the Lord
wherever she goes. All present wished her
the best in her endeavors and committed
her into the Lord’s hands as Mrs. Nancy
Farmer led in prayer.

„
Go confidently in
the direction of your
dreams.
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Children’s Day
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Christmas Celebrations

All children are gifted, they just unwrap their packages at different times.

Children’s Day was celebrated with a lot of fun and
fervor. The students looked sharp and smart in their
casuals. The staff of Grace Academy conducted a special
assembly for students. They led the worship and shared
about the love of Jesus. The theme for the day was
‘Treasured possessions’, ‘Children are a heritage from
Lord, offspring a reward from Him’. Psalm 127:3.
The teachers presented a skit ‘Pea and the Princess’ which
the little ones thoroughly enjoyed. The choreography
on the jungle song was the highlight of the programme.
The students joined the staff in singing along with them.
A skit was presented by the teachers which conveyed
the message that God loves us and gave His life to save
us from death. Mrs. Rupali Issachar shared the message
of God’s love for all of us. The Principal, Mr. B. Newton
shared his thoughts on the occasion and Ashmita Rana,
the School Girl Captain presented the vote of thanks on
behalf of the students. The program ended with a prayer
by Mr. Andriyas Singh, our Vice- Principal.

Republic Day
He loves his country best who strives to make it
best.
Republic day was celebrated in school with a lot of
excitement and fervor. The Chief Guest, Dr. Mathew
Samuel, Managing Director, EHA, Herbertpur, hoisted
the national flag. Dr. Samuel addressed the school and
spoke on “Unity in Diversity’ that we are all part of one
body which has many parts, whose head is Jesus Christ.
He emphasized that we recite the Indian pledge from our
hearts.
The second part of the programme was an Inter
House patriotic song competition. The masters of
ceremony Richie Soshan and Stuti Kutiyal welcomed
everyone. Thereafter the Principal Mr. Benjamin Newton
introduced the chief guest which was followed by praise
and worship led by Ms. Aakriti Mall, Mr. Danny and Mrs.
Renuka Singh. Mrs. Chitra Koli introduced and welcomed
the three judges- Rev. Dinesh Prasad, Mr. Rajesh Raj
and Mr. Vipin Dhan. The competition was divided into
three categories: Choir, Duet and Solo. The choir of each
house sang with enthusiasm with the spirit of patriotism.
Sneha House bagged the first position followed by
Sahas and Sanyam Houses in the second and third
position respectively. The duet performance was good
and the audience was enthralled by the songs. Sneha
Nag and Ishita of Satya House got the first position,
Sinchui Kamai and Kirteek Kainthura of Sahas House
secured the second position. The audience enjoyed and
cheered the melodious solo performance by students.
The first position was secured by Shimon Joel of Sahas
House followed by Ayesha Jaideep and S.Nita Charlotte
of Sneha and Sahas House respectively. Rev. Dinesh
Prasad congratulated the students and gave them tips to
improve their performance. On the whole it was a good
day as everyone expressed their love for the nation in
various ways keeping the flame of patriotism alive.

Christmas program for students was held on
20th December 2018. The theme verse for
the day was taken from Isaiah 9:6, ‘For to us
a child is born, to us a son is given, and the
government will be on his shoulders. And he
will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, and Prince of Peace’.
The program started with a word of prayer
which was followed by singing of carols by
the entire school, led by the school choir. Mr.
Ajay Kale and his team used puppets and
the stage to share the message of Christmas
on ‘Jesus is the reason for the season’.

The Kids for Truth and the students of Nursery
to 2 presented the Nativity which was
appreciated by all. There was a meaningful
skit presented by the Champions of Truth,
the Scripture Club of the middle and senior
school and the Dramatic Club on the theme
that Christ Jesus is the real treasure we all
must seek which was followed by the closing
prayer and vote of thanks. The coordinators
of the program were Mrs. Sangeeta Ranjan
and Mrs. Ritu Dey.

Acquire Knowledge, Walk Worthy
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Educational

TRIPS!

The capacity to learn
is a gift; the ability to learn
is a skill; the willingness to
learn is a choice.
Educational Trips to various places was
planned for students to learn beyond books.

situated at Mokhampur, Dehra Dun. Students
were excited to learn something new. As
they entered the premises of the institute
they were amazed by the neat and serene
atmosphere of the place. The students
were led to a laboratory where qualitative
analysis of petroleum was being done. The
main purpose was to identify and research
for obtaining quality petrol. Thereafter
they witnessed the fractional distillation
of crude oil and were amazed to know
that each fraction of oil is used effectively.
Finally, they saw how waste plastic was
converted to useful petroleum products.
All the students were inspired to use the
knowledge for the betterment of society.

»» Class 6 visited the Forest Research Institute
on 6th November 2018. They went through
the different museums and observed how
to prevent soil erosion. The students were

»» It was on 18th February 2019 that classes
11C and H went to the Forest Reserve of
Lacchiwala. The students enjoyed the time
together in the lap of nature and came back
refreshed.

really interested to know about a number of
wood species and how termites destroy the
plants. It gave them the opportunity to learn
the scientific names of plants and animals.
»» It was in November that class 7 had the privilege
to visit The Wadia Institute of Himalayan
Geology. The students learnt about different
kinds of stones and rocks. They were quite
excited to see the eyes of ants, pashmina
goats and spiders. The students were taken
to the earthquake lab where they saw the
working of a seismograph and a digital

about new things related to oil extraction.
»» As part of health education class 9 to 12 went
on trekking to the hills of Kimadi by pass
road Mussoorie which was led by Rev. Brady
Wilson and four staff members. The students
were really excited and enthusiastic about
the hike. They enjoyed the view from the
hilltop and learnt about mountain plants and
shrubs. Students also experienced the joy
of walking through the woods. They carried
garbage bags along and collected plastic
bottles, polythene bags and tetra packs which
were littered along the trails. Thus putting
“Swachh Bharat’ Movement into action.
»» Classes 11 M and B had the opportunity
to visit the Indian Institute of Petroleum

seismograph. In all, it was a time well spent.
»» Class 8 was very enthusiastic about their
visit to the Oil and Natural Gas Museum in
November 2018. The students were taken to
various exhibits related to oil extraction and
refining and learnt about the history of oil and
refinery of petroleum in India. Everyone was
attentive to the information that was passed
to them. One of the most interesting things
was a flexible rock which was due to its high
porous capacity. It was a good experience
for the students as they observed and learnt
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Guidance and Counselling
Department
•

The Guidance & Counselling work •
continued with the students and
parents. Many parents make use of
the benefit of the services provided
by the school guidance cell. In today’s
world when each one is busy, many
a times we need someone to sit and
listen patiently to what an individual is
emotionally undergoing. Spending time
listening, to parents and students, who •
pour out their heart and mind and as an
end result it makes them feel light in
heart. These sessions remind us of the
words of comfort our Master teacher,
Jesus Christ who says, “Cast all your
Burdens on to Me”. Regular follow- up
with parents and students has shown
a positive change to a large extent.

The
primary
school
has
been
implementing the Life skills lesson very
successfully each month. These lessons
are taught during the Life Skills period
for classes Kindergarten to grade 5. Each
lesson is prepared by the counsellor •
and typed and printed to be provided to
the concerned teachers and students.
The counselor, Mrs. Sudeepta Newton
used the bulletin boards of the middle &
senior school to present topics common
to student’s issues like Sensitizing
about Drug Abuse, Ideal Student, Career
Planning, Study Skills, How to be
ready for exams etc. The grade 12 class
notice boards are used to highlight the
admission notifications, in order to help
the students to apply for their further

college admissions. Students who are
applying for admission into various
universities are helped in the admission
formalities to be completed by the school.
From 29th October to 2nd November,
2018, the value based life skills were
taught by Mr. Sam Jaisunder. This year
the theme was “Celebrate Life “, focusing
on how God wants us to celebrate
life irrespective of our circumstances.
Mr. Sam took the morning assemblies
for students. Action songs and skits
were part of it. Each day the topic was
powerfully taught through Power Point
presentations. Children listened with
rapt attention and participated in all the
activities.

“One small positive

thought in the
morning can change
your whole day.

•

The school, over the years, has been
creating opportunities for students
to learn of the vast courses being
launched in various universities as
well as to encourage them to start
planning about the future. Keeping that
in mind a Career information day was
organized for the students and parent
body on 13th October 2018 in School.
Mrs. Sudeepta Newton, Guidance
Counselor welcomed everyone to
the fair. Thereafter the Principal Mr.
Benjamin Newton inaugurated the
event and stressed on the importance
of making informed choices. The
participating universities were from
the neighbouring states as well as from
Canada. These were Ashoka University,
Shiv Nadar University, University of
Petroleum & Energy Studies, Bennet
University , O.P.Jindal Universitry,
Lovely Professional University, Amity
University, Trinity Western University
& Prairie College and Chandigarh

University. Students and parents
gathered information and benefited
greatly by the information provided
by the university representatives with
regard to subject eligibility, courses
offered and financial obligations,
how to fill the forms, dates for online
application and many other areas which
were covered during the interactions.
The parents appreciated the effort of the
school.
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•

Experiential Learning was organized
for the students of class 10 and 11 by
‘The Fishermen Trust’ from Bangalore
on 28th and 29th November 2018. The
team comprising of five members
were introduced and took over
the charge of a series of program
organised for students. Their aim was
to see young people discover their
strengths and capabilities to promote
confidence and self-worth leading to
healthier life choices. The students
enjoyed the outdoor activities that
foster experiential learning to build
communication,
teamwork,
and
community through challenging and
fun adventure activities. On 30th the
staff also got an opportunity to be a
part of this program and enjoyed the
activities planned for them.

‘You don’t have to see the whole
staircase. Just take the first step!’

9

It was on 16th February 2019, when the school formally
bid farewell to class 12. The students of class 11 were
very excited as they prepared for the same. The theme
of the farewell was ‘Vessels of Honour’ and the verse
was taken from 2 Timothy 2:20-21.’ The Chief Guest for
the occasion was Mrs. Delphine Katare, former Primary
School Superintendent. Special invitees were Dr. Mohan
Chacho, Chairman, Grace Educational Society and Mrs.
Judy Chacko. The programme began with praise and
worship which was led by class 11 followed by a short
message by the Chief Guest. Mrs. Delphine Katare
addressed the outgoing students telling them to make
the right choices in life and become a vessel of honour
that God desires them to be. How they live in the world
is the message they are sending in handling a situation
and treating others. She encouraged the students to
cleanse themselves from unrighteousness, flee from
the temptations of the world and pursue righteousness.
Class 11 presented a beautiful choreography on the
song ‘Speak Life’. Mrs. Susheela Ali, and Mrs. Sangeeta
Ranjan shared their fond memories of the present class
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Adieu

Class XII
12. To add more fervor to the programme a few games
were organized for the students that they thoroughly
enjoyed. Reflections of their years at Grace were shared
by Yashvi Tyagi, Richie Soshan, Aaron Jacob, Stuti
Kutiyal, Swati Verma and Sanjana Rana, the passing out
students of class 12. Students were presented a folder,
citation certificate and a sash with a title portraying
their personality. A power point presentation prepared
by class 11 was shown with photographs, messages
from teachers and students for the outgoing class.

Day Out
for Staff!

The staff of Grace Academy went to ‘Song Brook’ an adventure park at Maldevta for picnic before the
commencement of Annual examinations. Everyone was quite excited and enjoyed the drive to the
destination. On reaching there a cup of tea was much welcomed along with spicy bhelpuri. All came
together to play a few games which they thoroughly enjoyed. Thereafter a group from the staff went to
view a lake site; the others continued to play, whereas the rest went trekking to a stalactite and stalagmite
cave which was an amazing experience. After lunch all relaxed for a while and tried a few adventure
activities. Just before leaving we had a cup of tea and hot pakoras. In all, it was a day well spent.

“We didn’t realize
we were making
memories, we just
knew we were
having fun

With the new day comes new strength and new thoughts
As the academic year comes to an end we reflect on the achievements we
made in various areas this year and thank God for helping us through.
The Grace Track committee is grateful to those teachers and students
who have contributed towards this newsletter in any capacity. We look
forward, to the new session of 2019-20, with new goals and vision.

M
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